
Applications

Panels

Bekafor Prestige is an exclusive 

and decorative panel fence 

system that protects the house 

and garden in a perfect way.

Bekafor Prestige is an excellent 

alternative for wrought iron.

Bekafor® Prestige 

BENEFITS

Decorative

Bekafor Prestige is the decorative panel fence system for residential surroundings: an exclusive 

design with very high aesthetic qualities. Because of its unique and innovative steel bows, Bekafor 

Prestige is an excellent alternative for wrought iron but totally maintenance free.

Easy installation

Bekafor Prestige is very easy to install as it makes use of the existing posts and accessories of 

Bekafor Classic.

 A solution for all situations

The different panel heights and a range of matching posts, collets, accessories (fl oor plates, 

corner clips and wall fi xators) and gates offer a solution for all situations. The system can even be 

installed on a wall or concrete fl oor.

Bekafor  Prestige is highly  recommended for 

fencing of  residential  surroundings. 
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Panel

Bekafor Prestige is a rigid welded panel, made of galvanised low-carbon steel 

wire. The panel is polyester-coated afterwards. 

The double, horizontal wire makes the panel extra strong and long lasting.

Mesh sizes are: 200 x 65 mm

Wire diameters: 5 mm

Posts and fi xation

Bekafor Prestige panels can be installed with metal Bekaclip posts, (diam 48 

mm, plate thickness 1,50 mm). The panels can be easily fi xed to the posts by 

making use of the special Bekafor collets.

Accessories

Several accessories are available for:

- fi xing a panel directly to a wall (wall fi xators)

- installing posts on a concrete fl oor or wall (base plates)

- installing panels in an angle (corner clips)

Gates

The Bekafor Prestige system is totally fi nished and safely equipped with the 

Bekafor Prestige single gates.

Coating technique

Panels made out of galvanised wires. An adhesion coating is given for a perfect 

adhesion with the polyester coating (min. 100 micron).

The posts are in- and outside galvanised (min. coating 275g/m2, both sides to-

gether), in accordance with Euro norm 10326. Afterwards an adhesion coating 

is applied and fi nally the posts are plastic coated (min. 60 micron). 

Colours

Green RAL 6005 - Anthracite

ASSORTMENT BEKAFOR PRESTIGE

Fence height 

mm

Dimensions panels 

width x height* 

mm

Height post to be put in 

concrete

mm

Height post to be put 

on fl oor plate 

mm

Number of collets 

per post

Number of corner clips 

per post

Number of wall fi xings

900 2015 x 886 1100 900 2 2 2

1100 2015 x 1086 1300 1100 2 2 2

1300 2015 x 1286 1500 1300 3 3 3

1500 2015 x 1486 1700 - 3 3 3

* Middle of the panel


